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Good books can change the way you live. It can put a new aspect on the face of things for you. In this era of rapid change, a brilliant idea paves your way towards success. All it takes is one idea from the right book to ignite your thoughts, reshape your character, transform your relationships and eventually revolutionize your life.

Millions of people have dated a new era of their life, by reading revolutionary literature written by Vedmurthi Taponishth Pt. Shriram Sharma Acharya ji (Gurudev). Many have been inspired by reading the world famous spiritual magazine "Akhand Jyoti" a masterpiece by Pt. Shriram Sharma Acharya ji. If you haven't read his books, you are missing the highway to art of living. Great leaders are inspired by his writings. His writings allows one to discover answers to many important questions of life. It helps to realize many truths of life and gain insights on same. It has facilitated the journey of knowing oneself, for millions across the globe. Expose your mind to the writings by a world-renowned writer who wrote 3200 books on various aspects of life.

Erudite reviewers state that perception, conception and realization of different dimensions of Science, Philosophy, Religion and Spirituality are expressed most vividly in Gurudev's literature. The depth, expansion of his knowledge seems to have a natural coherence with every impulse of human mind and the subliminal cores of sentiments charged with divine force.